























Resume Summary
Goal: Noah is an outstanding music graduate seeking a role in the music / entertainment sector.
Challenge
The music and entertainment graduate job market is fiercely competitive and there is a high caliber of applicants for the best jobs,
with many Ivy League candidates competing for a small number of vacancies. My challenge was to ensure that Noah stood out
from this competition and that recruitment teams would recognize his potential.
Action
I developed a catchy format to capture the reader’s attention, using a music motif throughout the resume, from the header through
to the quaver bullet points, aligning Noah with music in the mind of the reader throughout.
Text boxes on the right hand side highlight key information.
For each of his posts, including internships and voluntary experience, I have included a “hook” in the role overview. This is to
immediately demonstrate Noah’s ability to deliver. He has done so much at such a young age and this now comes across.
All bullet points are value-based with a clear impact or result. I spent considerable time with Noah helping him to understand the
type of information needed and how he can sell himself on paper, online and at interview. Importantly the focus is on his
achievements AND the impact / benefit of every action.
The whole CV is consistently presented and this shows the hirer that Noah can deliver, is focused on the detail and appreciates the
importance of first impressions.
Noah’s extra-curricular activities demonstrate both his talent and the breadth of his experience across TV, film, theater and radio.
I opted for a gold color to represent the awards Noah has won and that he is ‘first-class’. I felt this was an excellent way of
reflecting all Noah has to offer.
Result: The strategy worked and Noah has several interviews lined up in LA over the summer months. A very happy client.

